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About This Content

Two new outfits (male and female) with four different skins each

New hat (male and female)

New hairstyle (male and female)

New crop: Ginger

New tree: Ginkgo biloba

New farm decorations: Guardian Lions, Chinese boat and Lotus flower

New house: Pagoda

New house decorations: Porcelain Vases, Hanging Scrolls and Geometric Folding Screen

New house walls
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Title: Farm Together - Ginger Pack
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Milkstone Studios
Publisher:
Milkstone Studios
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or newer

Processor: Dual Core processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 capable hardware

DirectX: Version 11

English,Italian,Russian,Norwegian,Romanian,Swedish,German,French,Simplified
Chinese,Finnish,Dutch,Portuguese,Turkish,Hungarian,Japanese,Thai,Danish,Polish,Traditional Chinese
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Funny but inefficient and poor top-view action.
6\/10. Pros:
- Many ways to die
- Atmospheric
- Simple
- Customizable character sheet
- Free
- Achievements

Cons
- Finishing can be quite tedious
- What items are good\/bad not clear

Personal Rating: 3.5\/5. Idk why achievement of this game it doesn't count at all. But, this game still fun to be played..
Well this game is interesting.
I bought.. refunded.. re-bought again.. struggled over and over.. many ragequits etc..
And then I beat it. This is one of rarest roguelike game in existance that has such high skill cap and made me feel
"pride and accomplishment"..
no, there are no lootboxes..

Game is turn based, hard to learn, but once you really get used to it(takes a lot of time because no youtube guides
available or real gameplay that doesnt suck.

But the game really shines because its really a lot depends on your skill.
At first I swear it was stupid rng over and over but now its just SKILL and SKILL only*

*except if you pick that shield as first item. Shield that drops - health. Then you need to find another shield asap or
die... I saw this had no reviews and the description sounding interesting. I figure, for $10, it's gotta be something semi-
good, I'll give it a shot. Nope, wrong again.

Stock unity assets. Loading screens after walking 20 feet. Poor design choices. Generic environments. Uninspired
gameplay.

This is what I get for trusting steam and this developer. Not even entertaining enough for a Markiplier Let's Play.

There's nothing horror or scary about this. I want a refund. **UPDATE: I got a refund. This is the second time ever
out of my 800 something games I've requested a refund on. The other was War Z. **

Dev: I'm sorry to be so harsh, but you should seriously be ashamed charging $10 for this. And it's not like it's even an
early access with plans to keep working on it.. I was going to recommend this, as it is nice to see some slightly different
online card game mechanics, but it has a few substantial negatives working against it.

Even the tutorial makes the game sound pay to win.
It doesn\u2019t bind to your steam account, you need to maintain a separate login.
Its an energy driven game. There are plenty of card games without artificial limitations like that.
It feels like there are a lot of turns you don\u2019t actually do anything.

There are good sides to it, so I won\u2019t say it's a bad game, I just don\u2019t recommend it.
Unlike many games, you only have three active monsters in play at a time and it takes time to replace them after they
die.
There\u2019s a campaign map to explore and the game has a lot of features and modes.
The various screens are fairly well designed and easy to use.
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Overall it's a fairly well designed game with a few key features working against it.
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Disappointing story. Very short (took me less than 4 hours, not counting replaying a major part of the game after a crash),
annoying and repetitive mini games. Some fun moments, but doesn't get anywhere close to Secret Files 1 and 2.. A great game
with a nice sense of humor and most importantly really well designed puzzles.

Definitely recommended for every fan of puzzle games.. this game is crazy. This game is good if you like Jumping from moving
platform to platform. Continuation of the series. There are still many different locations and interesting mechanics. Added new
features, for example, a first-person view. Still delicious for fans of the genre of shooting zombies.
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